The first mother, Eve, had __ and Abel
__ Moore is the mother or Rumer, Scout and Tallulah
__, mother of Jesus, is one of the most famous mother of all
"The __ Reed Show" was very popular from 1958-1966
We live on Mother __, or terra firma
Mother __ nursery rhymes are part of childhood
The __ Mother, or Mum, of England was Elizabeth who died in 2002
__ was the wife of Abraham, the father of the Jewish nation
The name of Elvis’ mother
If George Washington is the Father of our Nation __ is the mother
June __ was the mother of Wally and Theodore, a.k.a. The Beaver
Liza Minnelli’s mom, Judy Garland, played __ in "The Wizard of Oz"
__ of Aquitaine was mother of Richard I, the Lionhearted
This old mother lived in a shoe
__ Ball was a famous mother on and off the screen
She is the mother of Lourdes and Rocco
Jocasta was unknowingly the mother and wife of this Greek hero
Mother __ is well loved for her good deeds in Calcutta
Agrippina the __ was mother of Emperor Nero and later killed by him
Joan __ was not a great mother as portrayed in "Mommie Dearest"
__ was the faithful wife of Odysseus and mother of Telemachus
__ is the mother of the god Eros and the human Aeneas
The famous painting of a woman sitting in a chair: "__ Mother"
__ __ was TV mother to Greg, Marcia, Peter, Jan, Bobby and Cindy
Wilma __ is Pebbles’ mother
Wives and mothers of two presidents: Abigail Adams and __ __
She is the mother of Bart, Lisa and Maggie
Luke and Leia’s mother is Padme Nabberrie, formerly __ __
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